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Ah&act. In Part I of the paper, we have proposed a unified relational algebra apt ,roach using 
partial gray& for theoretical investigations on semantics, correctness and termination. This 
approach is extended here to systems of recursive programs, allowing not only sequencing and 
conditional branching as a control structure but also flow diagrams. 
An equivalence proof of operational and denotational semantics is obtained which is strictly 
based on axioms of relational algebra A short new proof of an important completeness result is 
given in the generalized setting of systems of recursive flow diagram programs. Finally, Hitchcock- 
Park’s theorem on derivatives i  formulated in the general case of nondeterministic recursive flow 
diagram programs. 
1. Introdudion 
Referring to Part I of this paper for the general theory, we concentrate here on the 
extension of those ideas to systems of recursive flow diagram programs. 
Experience shows, that a notion of program based on flow diagrams i usually not 
sufficient to cope with recursion. An attempt o provide some sort of hierarchical 
organization of graphs has already been made by Pratt [4]. Our approach which is 
based on relational algebra and the concept of partial graphs, admits both an 
operational and a denotational spect of recursion. Termination of a computation 
sequence need no longer be the result of the termination of control flow. 
Another method often used in studying the correctness of programs, is to 
introduce the undefined value o and to investigate he partial order ‘is less defined 
than’. However, this approach as :;ome drawbacks if applied to nondeterministic 
programs. We are able to avoid these difficulties by employing only the natural 
ordering of relaltions by inclusion. 
Using partial graphs in terms of relational algebra, itis possible to Istudy asystem of 
recursive programs by Y=mbedding it into another system of recursive programs. Plow 
of control remains unchanged during this operation. Only the state space is replaced 
by a larger one admitting a characteristic njective mapping into itself for every 
recursive call. Once the system is embedded, it is easy to make some minor changes in 
the flow of control and to obtain a semantically equivalent nonrecursive prograiil. 
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The resulting program has the uncommon property of endvertices being nonterminal 
in the flow graph. As has already been mentioned, it was exactly this property which 
in Part I was incorporated inour concept of flow diagram programs. The results of the 
preceding part should, therefore, be applicable to systems of recursi me programs. 
In Section 2 we include aselection of basic issues concerning relation: :Ialgebra nd 
partial graphs. Systems of recursive programs are introduced in Section 3 while 
operational nd denotational spects of semantics are discussed inSe&ion 4. 
Section 5 is devoted to partial correctntiis. Inparticular, the contrae tion theorem 
of Part I, which is a relational formulation of the induckive assertion method, will now 
turn out to comprise the difficult de Bakker-Meertens completeness result. The 
proof requires merely another interpretation. While in the original paper [2] this 
theorem is proved by an indirect method for systems in a certain normal form, we 
give a direct proof which is not restricted to programs of normal form and which in 
addition is valid for flow diagram programs. 
We have a similar situation concerning total correctness and termination in 
Section 6. Results for nonrecursive programs are interpreted as results for recursive 
programs. It will neither be necessary togeneralize the order of partial functions, nor 
tlo manipulate Boolean schemata inthe nondeterministic case. 
As a general reference *we give Part I of this paper [‘7], together with a previous 
version thereof [6] and the original report [5]. 
2. Relational algebra nd partial graphs 
Relational algebra nd partial graphs erve as main tools of the present paper. 
Both have been introduced infull breadth in Part I. We cannot fully avoid, however, 
to recall some definitions. 
All of the reasoning will take place in a relati.onal gebra 98. Instead of speaking 
about relations R c X x Y between a set X and a set Y, and taking (x, y) E R if 
necessary, we are able to suppress explicit use of elements x and y. We fully 
concentrate on a very few formulae on relations which may be deduced fro,rr a smz~! 
set of axioms. These axioms and rules are briefly summarized as follows. “I 
Every relation R E 48 may be complemented to R and transposed to RT. Fo A 
relations RI, S of suitable size the union pi1 vS and the composition RS exist. Idabr,aty 
relations are always denoted by I and we have 1ZZ = JU = R. Every R is element of a 
Boolean algebra 98,,w c 48 within which the conjunction A9 the inclusion G, the null 
relation 0 and the universal relation L can be used. 
All the well-known rules of composition ofrelations hold in a relational algebra: 
(Rs)T = STRT, RcSC>RTCST, 
RcS* c RS, iFWiT; 
Q(R AS&QR A t?(R v S) = QR v Qps, 
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In addition, we have the Dedekind-rule 
QR A S c (Q I\ §RT)(R r\ QTS) 
together with 
QR~S~Q’SCR~SR’C~~~ 
and 
R#O*LRL=L. 
These Fatter ules are the main axioms of relational algebra and the rules mentioned 
earlier may be deduced from them. Having this in mind, one can treat the rather 
broad area of linear applications of relations without ever being forced to deal with 
components of the relations. In particular, uniqueness and totality of a rzlation may 
be defined in this way. R is unique, 2 RTR e I or, equivalently, if Rf c I?. If one of 
the equivalent conditions I c RR’, L c RL and J? c Rf is fulfilled, R will be called 
~rotai. Thus, mappings are relations R with Rf = lf. 
We recall the following formulae which are used repeatedly. If R and S are unique, 
so is RS. Multiplication of a unique relation R from the left is ~-distributive: 
R(S A T) = RS A RTI However, there is quite a different behaviour if the unique 
relation R is multiplied from the right hand side: PR A Q = (P A QRT)R. If we 
replace I with an arbitrary relation S, the defining identity Rf = mfor a maFping R 
will remain valid: RS= m. Sometimes it will be necessary to consider products 
of relations, one of which has been intersecteti with a row- or column-constant 
relation S = SL. In these cases we apply (Q A SLJR = QR A SL and (Q A (SL)T)R = 
Q(R ASL). 
A (directed) graph is defined as a pair of mappings, namely a mapping S and a 
mapping T assigning to every arc the source and the target, respectively. For our 
purpose, we introduce, as a partial graph, a pair /s Tj of unique relations for which 
an incidence M := S v T is defined as well as an associated relation B := STT. With 
regard to our future applications, we have thus left open the question whether S and 
‘f be iotal. We will simply talk about a graph if a partial graph is given and we cab1 a
graph total if S and Tare total. (Be aware however, that G = (S, T) may be defined in 
an arbitrary relational algebra in which an arc set or an edge set need not exist.) 
As a graph homomorphism from 6 = (S, T) into G’ = (S’, T’), we introduce as 
usual a pair @ = (&, @A), where Q bv and @A are Prlappings ubject to 
The associated relations B and B’ will then fulfil BQEiv c d&B’. 
3. !3ystems (bf recursive programs 
To introduce systems of recursive programs, we start by defining flow diagra 
programs on the basis of graphs just introduced. The idea is to distinguish a flow 
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graph F and a (partial) state graph G. With a homomorphism @, the graph G is 
mapped onto F, so that a set @ c* (x) of states (i.e., vertices of the state graph) is 
associated with every vertex x of the flow graph E’. A state of G, therefore, 
determines both, a position x in the flow graph (via 0) and a stattz z E @-,’ (x) 
assumed by the machine in question. The walk along an arc from a v ::rtex  of the 
flow graph to a vertex y is accompanied byseveral state transitions snVhich may be 
expressed by a relation between the set O-,’ (x) and the set S-,’ (y) representing the 
program step intende In addition, we have a set of input states to ivhich we are 
going to apply the program and a set of output states. Since these sets are both 
assumed to exist outside the graph G, it is necessary toexpress acorrespondence of 
these sets to the sets of states in G over the begin and elzd vertex, respectively. In the 
following, however, we do not talk about sets but only about he relations that may 
hold between them. 
efinition 3.1. The %up!e 9 = (G, F, 0, a, W) is called a program, if 
(i) G = (S, T) is a graph describing tra&ions of states, 
(ii) F = (&, T”) is a total graph describing fIow of control, 
(iii) 0 = (&, &) is a surjective homomorphism from G Gnto F, assigning to 
every state a vertex in the flow graph and LO every elementary state transition the arc 
along which control proceeds in the flow graph, 
(iv) LX is the input relation fulfilling 
(YT* = I, LYLYTC: I, CWL =&l&L, O~CY = 6&L, 
(v) w is the output relation fulfilling 
UT@ = I. o,o’, n 6Jo+c I, 
By QyF := QLaL = &QI exactly one begin vei;tex and by oF := O’,wL a set of end 
vertices is given in F. The program 9 will be called deterministic if the associated 
relation B := ST T is unique. 
With the relation a~, exactly the set of states belonging to the begin vertex a!F AS 
identified vvith the set of input states. The relation or), on the other hand, is inrendec! tcz 
identify each of the sets belonging to some vertex of WF with the set of output state‘ l 
Therefore, e,lly the restriction of o to a &-fibre over one such vertex is 1: 1. f%Ae, 
that programs thus defined, differ from flow diagram programs used in practice since 
program steps are no longer boxes, Le., vertices, but arcs. 
Having introduced programs in this way, we are already able to give a formal 
definition of semantics. First, we call the transitive closure B* of the associated 
relation B, resembling reachability, the action of the program. Then, we define the 
&erminating action C := B* A p, which comprises only those parts of the action 
which lead to terminal states, be these states located over an end vertex of the flow 
graph or not. Fina!ly, we introduce semantics C := aTCW of the program to be the 
relation constituted by input, terninating action and output. 
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If every end vertex of the flow graph is terminal, we can expect hat in the def2nition 
of C we may replace C simply by B*. Furthermore, we will state thalt the semantics 
viewed as a functional C = S(B) with 6(X) = cr’(X” A=‘)@ depends mono- 
tonously and continuously on B. However, it must be guaranteed t!:at enlarging B 
causes ii:10 terminal end state to loose the property of being terminal. 
Theorem 3.2. If the programs Pi = (Gi, I?, 0, cy, o), i = 1, 2, . . . 9 are given which 
differ otily in their state graphs, we have 
(i) 0 c BglL --r, S(B2) = CY~B:W, 
(ii) 81 c I?2 
*hB,L=iOA&iC “a = a(B2), 
(iii) 81 c Bz c l l l 
wnm=w~B~L=-- 
} =+?lB,)=m+B,). 
Proof of (ii): 
6(B2) = aT(B; A &i?‘)w = aTB; (B2L A o) 
=JCX~BT(B~L A o) = ~y~(Bf A BILT)~ = 6(B1). 
For further investigations of such programs, especially of their homomorphisms, 
the unfolding and covering properties and questions of correctness au-id termination, 
we refer to [7]. 
So far, only flow diagram programs are included. We will now consider recursive 
programs. Since the class of flow diagram y rcgrams is properly contained in the class 
of recursive programs, we need concrete means to achieve such an extension. Ia the 
flow diagram programs usually considered, we have a START-vertex which is initial 
in the flow graph and HALT-vertices wnich are terminal in the flow graph: It was 
with respect o this property, that our flow diagram programs are mGre general. The 
START-vertex need not be initial and the IIALT-vertices need not be tern+4 in 
the flow graph. Nevertheless, as we have just demonstrated with C, there is a way of 
explicit& restricting computation sequences to the terminating ones, however, not 
depending on termination in the flow graph but on termination of the computatiora 
sequences themselves. 
We will now make use of this possibility. To define systems of recursive programs. 
wer need remarkably few modifications of our program concept. The first of these 
modifications is the necessity of end vertices of recjlrsive programs to be terminal. 
Furthermore, there shall only be one end vertex in a program of a recursive system. 
Finally, we use exactly the same means already employed as input and output 
relations in order to cope with recursive calls and returns. 
3.30 The 5-tuple 9! = (Gt F, 69, Cap, 8) is called a system of n reczusive 
programs, if
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(i) G = (S, T) is a state graph, the associated reiation of which is B := STT, 
(ii) F == (SF, Tp) is a total flow graph, 
(iii) @ = (69, SA) is a surjective homomorphism from G onto F, 
(iv) ~$={a~-,. ..,tilrr,. .-. ,ixnO, . . . ,a,,), ~231, riM for i= 
of relations, each of which fulfils 
aTa! = r, CYA= I, LYL = @&& 6&Y = 69&L, 
(9 zf = (010, . ’ ,* Y Olr1, l l ’ Y %o, . * u F otw,,} is a corresponding 
fulfilling 
0-L = I, OWTC I, OL = &&oL, &tJ = i9;cd, 
1, . . , n is a set 
set of relations 
(vi) for all k = 1 , . . . , rig 1 G i g IZ, the products ai@& and disco a-re defined, 
(vii) vy=l WiOL C BL A VT=, vzz, tQL. 
aF,io := @Laid is called the begin vertex and up,io := B~0,o.L is called the end 
vertex of the &h program of the system, whereas aF,ik := @T,aikL (k 2 1) is the 
position of the kth recursive call of the ith pr~gmrn and C1)F,ik := @&&I is the return 
position of the kth recursive call of the ith program. 
If we take the example 
&*ifrthenK; 9$;&eLseEfi; 
92 /- if r then H; 92 else I fi 
of two recursive programs from [l], we are able to show the c:orresgonding state 
graph and flow graph together with input and output relations as well as procedure 
call and return relations in Fig. 1. 
One is interested in the semantics of the n programs under the assumptjon that 
these semantics coincide with those substituted for the respective recursive pro- 
cedure calls. We hkve, therefore, to study relations Xi, i = 1, . , , , n, ftilfilling th? 
recursivity constraints 
It was correct, to ust! the simple definition of semantics resulting from Theorcl,m 3.2 
(i) since in 3.3 (vii) in has been poskulated that end vertices of programs in ir recursive 
Fystem be terminal. 
Intrc ducing the functional notation 
the abollre recursivity constraints appear as a fixedpoint definition Xi = Q(XI, . . c , 
&), 1 L + i c n. Be aware however, that here the natural inclusion of relations has 
been used as an ordering and that the int 
been avoided. 
uction of the indefinite argument has 
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Fig. 1. A system of two recursive programs. 
Since monotonicity and continuity of the functionals Ti are already guaranteed by 
Theorem 3.2, we conclude by Tarski’s fixedpoint theorem that a minimal fixedpoint 
G 1, . . . , &) exists. The simultaneous iterations 
UN 
ri := 0, i = 1,. . . , n, 
*Jrn+l) ._ 
l - 7+\m) t , . . . , T:~‘), i = I., . . . , n and m 20 
and the infinite union Xi := L8zzo rim), i = 1, e . . , n provide for a representation f
the minimal fixedpoint (21, . 1 . , Z,,)” 
4. Operational and denot&h& semantics 
At thle end of the preceding chapter, we have established a notion of semantics in
denotational form. Now, we will look for a corresponding opera&nal one. A 
well-known way of doing this is to introduce computation rules, as for instance the 
leftmost-innermost rule or ithe full substitution rule, and to study their behaviour. 
We will choose quite another approach. A system of recursive programs i , by direct 
algebraic means, converted to a nonrecursive program, the flow graph of which has 
nonterminal end nodes. Since thecase of nonterminal end nodes k&as been included in 
our ir.vestigations of nonrecursive programs, we will thus be able to cope with t 
converted programs, obtaining results for the recursive ones. We consider it a 
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remarkable fact that this seemingly smal generalization concerning nonterminal end 
nodes is already strong enough to guarantee full treatment of recursion. 
Instead of blowing up the program text by substitutions following a comptttation 
rule, our concept is to embed the state space (of the respective interprp,%tion f the 
program schema) into a lar er one. The system of recursive programs as a schema 
will, for the present ime, remain unchanged. However, it will be pu into a strong 
connection to another system of recursive programs on the same flow graph. This is 
easily interpreted, takmg for every state z from now on as a new state f = (2, K). This 
pair consists of the state z z...ti cl of K describing the situation of a stack containing 
information about recursive calls not yet finished. Especially, the orignal states z are 
with an injeetive mapping I identified to new states E = (z, 16) with empty stack. 
Definitio .I. Let 92 = (G, F, 6, J& 8) and a = (6, F, 8, d, 8) be two systems of 
recursive programs. 98 is said to be embedded in 4t if the flow graphs F and F 
coincide, n=n, ri=ri for i= I,. . . , n and if there exist injective mappings 
6, %k, &xi, %k, &, n;k, l~i,j~lc, l<kSri 
fuch that & = OV, and thet the following properties are fuW2ed: 
(i) ?rik*g = 
a I 
1 
if (i, k)=(j, l), 
0 otherwise, 
(ii) M& = 0, 
The conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are designed to characterize in terms of relational 
algebra what he state space is intended to do if it shall be capable of modelling the 
push- and pop-operations of a stack. Especially, pushik followed by popjr must 
deliver the identity if these operations belong together, and it must be undefined :” 
not. Following (ii), a result is undefined if a pop-operation is applied irectly after L~C 
embedding operation csince it then would be applied to the empty stack. Finally, It i 
guaranteed, that every state of can be reached from a corresponding state of & 
through embedding with L and afterwards applying asequence of push-cperc,crons. 
‘T’hese three rules ale postulated inparallel for the set of input states, for the set of 
states of the state graph ,and for the set of output states. 
Elementary consequences of Definition 4.1 are the partitions 
n 
I =A vs, 
‘i 
S + v V wkrik 
i=l PC-1 
aw3 
I = V aTAr, 0 ranging over all sequences ICT = rrirkr, . . . , friar 
0 
with r 2 0, 
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of the identity relation. In the first case, the states of are divided into those which 
are images of the embedding c and others adjmitting at least one successful pop 
operation. In the second case, the partitioning shows additional/, details giving the 
sequence of pop-operations, necessary for emptying the stack. We have thus 
obtained the possibility of distinguishing different incarnations in
Additional requirements are postulated by (iv) and (v) ughly speaking, @ is bly 
(iv) designed to correspond via L exactly to those parts of hich are char Tacterixed 
tack. There shall be no difference ifwe embed first 92 into 
or if we first proceed in 98 and embed afterwards. Postulates (v) are 
necessary in order to guarantee that the push- and pop-operations in dP are not 
interleaved with other proceedings of48 and, thus, commute therewith. As a simple 
consequence of (iv), (v), it can formally be shown that similar ules hold for ~‘r and v’: 
Using the partitioning of 1, we prove the sample case 
=LTBLLTVVVrr~B~ikLT=LTP31 vO=L~B. 
i k 
We use the properties that 4t has in addition to those of B. Since @ ofpzrs the 
possibility of distinguishing incarnations, we are able to model the recursive calls in 
an operational manner. A rather naive approach will already succeed. Recalling Fig. 
1, we introduce program steps ~~~~~~~j~ leading from the position of the kth 
recursive call of the jth program to the begin vertex of the jth recursive program 
consisting of a push-operation and corresponding program steps ~~&~~ with a 
pop-operation. We obtain thus 
instead of B. What we have done is described lbest by Fig. 2 compared with Fig. 1. 
Normal program steps of 9 have been embedded into &@. Recursive calls of a 
program have explicitly been replaced by progra,m steps leading to the begin states of 
the respecti,ve program. Converseiy, finishing of a recursive call has been substituted 
by an explicit program step. It leads from the end states of the respective program to 
the return states performing the corresponding pop-operation on the stack. 
The relation BN, thus defined, will from now on be considered as the associated 
relation of a nonrecursiv(= program which obviously has f.lon-terminal end vertices in 
its flow graph. Depending on what pair ajo, ~~0 dJf input and output relations we 
choose, we obtain one of the n programs. Semantics of the &h program is given by 
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Fig. 2. Nonrecursiv;: program with nonterminal end vertices. 
Our interest in & concentrates upon those parts where input states i%~ well as 
output states are images of the embedding L.
We start investigating this, proving assertions on BN and c. 
roposdtion 4.2. 
&$bT = (I(B,S)*B~~*)*, d3;? = (LIBELS)+. 
of. Using I = & v 6, abbreviating X := B& and recalling that in view 
4.l(ii)) L”*L~ = 6&T v 1x+? = I v 0 = I, we obtain 
tT e&J1 = 1. N(‘T‘ v $)}*Lf = ‘{&A v X}*LT 
= L(X*B~L~‘)*X*L~ (since (R v S)* = (R”‘S)*R*) 
=L (A N~T)* =(I(B&)*B~c’)*. 
i 
This result will become clear if S c 4 according to its defin&n, is perceived to be a 
test speratolr aecegting only s with lnonempty stat en, Proposition 4.2 
expsse~ a very simple fact: very computation sequence following the nonre- 
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cursive program BN which starts and ends in a state with empty stat”.; may be 
decomposed into a sequence of several computation sequences following BN all of 
which start and end in a state with empty stack and which in between neTTIer reach a 
state with empty stack. 
The latter computahon sequences have an important interpretation. If a recursive 
call is not involved, they consist of one single program step following In the 
context 4BbT, this program step may be replaced by a single program step following 
B. Let now a recursive call be included. May the sequence of calls be as deep as it may 
be, by S it is guaranteed that the first of these calls is finished no earlier than just 
before leaving the embedding via bT. Such a computation sequence, therefore, does 
no longer correspond to a computation sequence in B, but together with all these new 
program steps it is just what we would like to have executed as a recursive call in 3. 
In order to master the remaining formalism, we introduce relations 
a 
m running over all sequences, 
putting into relation eik a state of @ with anothtr state of @ which is uniquely 
determined by the condition that the contents of the stack is the same except for an 
additional earliest entry wik. The description is given in detail by choosing the 
appropriate sequence u of pops, which empties the stack and pushing nik followed by 
filling 0 in again. Obviously, eik is an injective mapping, i.e., eik[i = 1 and [Leik C 1. 
l?urthermore, &&L = 0 if (1, m) # (i, k) and b&k = 6vik. 
Using these mappings, -we prove 
Proposition 41.3, 
n 
(i) 
‘i 
L&S = V V ajka&&k, 
j-1 k=l 
where the Outer parts vanish Whert:aS bwjka = bvjk = @jk* 
In (i), it is described that an embedding which is followed by a single program step 
of 13N ending in a state with nonempty stack will necessarily originate from a 
recrlrsive cali. The operations ijk and 13 N ‘nearly’ commute in (ii). However, BN 
contains apop-operation which is undefined if applied to an empty stack whereas it
Iwill act on wjk in the product (jkBN* Therefore, the test 6 makes ure that the result 
has a nonempty stack. In (iii), &bT is applied to states with first entry n,:~ on the stack. 
Since bT requires an empty stack, all parts of the product vanish except for the return 
from the procedure call (j, k). In (iv), rather complex computation sequences in&J 
are included, however, estricted to those starting and ending with empty stack and 
never voiding the stack in between. It is shown that these comp’lt?itin sequences 
either correspond to a single program step of B cr to some recursive call in the 
system 52. 
CDur aim of substituting the denotational definition of semantics by an operation- 
ally oriented one is now easily reached. We have the possibility to express opera- 
tional semantics by embedding, taking the semantics of the nonrecursive prograFt 
with nonterminal end vertices as represented by &J and afterwards returning fro* Y 
the embedding. The fo lowing theorem will give a formal proof of this assumpsrc 
showing that &,~N,i&~, fulfils the fixedpoint equations 
Xi=?i(Xlg.. .,X,), 1GiGn. 
beorem (Equivalence of operational and denotational semantics). If @ is 4 
system of recursive programs with semantics (&, * . . , &) and if (&,I, . . . , &.n ) are 
the semantics e nonrecursive programs with nonterminal end vertices constructed in 
the embeddin of 92, then 
. We start showing that end states from which we leave the embedding 
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terminal states of BN (in spite of the fact, that the corresponding flow graph CToes not 
terminate). 
t 
WlOC Oh E &i,C ! T23L V $ (? CvilL (using (3.3(vii))) 
j-1 l-1 - 
-- 
= &BNL= &BNLc BNL 
this inclusion proceed further 
(since c, TJil and cy;o are total) 
(following (4.l(iv), (v))) 
(using that for a function 
R always RS = Ws). 
bY 
T 
Applying Propositions 4.2 and 4.3(iv), this is continued by 
which is equal to 
5. Partid correctness 
Neglecting, for the moment, he question of whether the program will terminate or 
not, we express the well-known otion of partial correctness inthe general st?tting of 
systems of recursive flow diagram programs. In absence of relational calculus, 
{ p)gP{q) isoften written tort denote partial correctness ofa (nonrecursive) program 6P 
with respect o a precondition p nnd a postcondition 4, i.e., to denote the fact that 
every computation sequence starting in a begin state fulfilling p that terminates, wit,! 
necessarily terminate in an end state fulfilling 4. 
IIaving defined C = aT(B* A zT)w to be the semantics of the program, we say 
that 9 is partially correct with respect 10 p and q if and only if XTp c q hohds. Be aware 
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that although only terminating computation sequences have been taken into consi- 
deration, it has not been postulated that the end vertices OF := @$A must be 
tcrmin;\l. The classification of computation sequences as to whether they terminate 
or not does no longer solely depend on termination of control flow since for the 
theoretical investigations intended it may well be expressed by B* b ET. There- 
fore, in addition to these computation sequences that terminate when control 
flow terminates, we include others that terminate despite the fact that control flow 
may loop. 
If a system 3 of 12 recursive programs is given, we will say that the ith program of 99 
is partially correct with respect o the precondition p and the postcondition q exactly 
if for th.e semantics & of the ith program 2:~ c q is valid. 
Being asked to prove such a partial correctness property, it will be very likely that 
the proof will require a (possibly unbounded) number of similar pro(B!; concerning 
the other programs with respect o changing pre- and post-condition:: Of course, 
it is very difficult to handle the variety of proofs needed and the question has 
arisen whether the correctness of a recursive program is completely determined 
by these other correctness assertions. In [2], de Bakker and Mzertens presented 
the formal extension of Floyd’s method of inductive assertions to systems of 
standardized recursive programs. Their proof, however, is very complex and 
indirect. 
It is the purpose of this section to give a short direct proof of this fact which, in as 
far as systems of recursive flow diagrams are concerned, is more general. (There is 
still another eason why our proof is a generalization. Since our arguments atem from 
abstract relational algebra we are free to use other interpretatiolti which do not 
conform to relations between sets, thus resulting in a generalized notion of a 
program.) 
The main idea of our proof is to refrain from explicitly tracing flow of control 
through recursive calls which turns out to be a difficult job. Following our general ine 
of a componentfree notation, we will indeed be able to recognize the de Bakker- 
Meertens completeness theorem as an immediate application of the contractiCJ 
theorem of [7], which in turn was a relational algebra presentation of F!~yc I 
inductive assertion method. 
First: we recall the contraction theorem. Let a (nonrecursive) program 9 *.,ith 
associated relation B and semantics C = a’(B* A zT)w be given togethel with a 
precondition p and a postcondition q. Then, 9 is partially correct with respect o p 
and q if and only if there is a predicate Q contracted by B (i.e., BTQ c Q), the 
restriction ot which to input states includes p (i.e., p c aTQ), and the restriction of 
which to terminal outgut states is contained in q (i.e., w’<Q A z) c q), 
The main feature of this theorem is the possibility of “interpolating’ apredicate Q, 
defined for all states of the state graph between the conditions p and q which are 
defined only for input and output states, respectively. The connection, which this Q 
has to the program, aa represented by B, may be expressed in the context of relational 
ra by the simple contraction condition 
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If a system of recursive programs is given, it seems natura.1 to apply the contraction 
theorem to its corresponding nonrecursive programs with nonterminal end vertices, 
as represented by BN. We prove, the:refore, 
eorerm 5.1 (de Bakker-Meeitans completeness theorem). Let 9 be a system ojn 
recursive programs with associated rel”ation B and semantks (21, . . . , En), and lee p 
and q be a pry- and a post-condition *for the first program. Then, the first program is 
partially correct witin respect to p artd q if and only if for every sequence a = 
*h h l 9 l ri,kr$ r 2 0, there is a predicate 0, with BTQ, C- C& such that 
Proof. By definition, the first prograirs is partially correct with respect o p and q if 
and only if 2:~ c q. 
Let us consider the nonrecursive program Bhr together with a precondition 
PN :== &p and a postconditior, qN 1-z &q v &,,,L. As a lirst step, we show that 
2$p c q holds precisely when BN is partially correct with respect o pag (and qN9 i.e., 
when $&p~ C= qN. In one direction, we have 
and in the other 
In our seconc& step, we apply the contraction theorem in order to see, that 
zL,ipN C qN holds if and only if there is a predicate QN with 
As a third step, we take these three inclusions and consider the isolated parts 
thereof according to the partition I = V, crT& already mentioned. ‘We obtain for 
every sequence u 
c~I.~LuBLQN c QN, UTLTLaQ~ C: CYTQQN, C~L~LIUXOTO (Qlg A BNL) C qN, 
which is equivalent to 
from which the first inclusion decomposes further to 
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ADplying the embedding rules 41 (iv), (v), we arrive at 
BTwC?~ c wQ,v, a$w&QN 6 a&crQ~, olT,la?rikQN c &uQN. 
The second of these inclusions does not provide a proper restr ction if CT = L 
However, we have in addition 
p = &LQN, (ii& A (cIB,L)T)~Q, =&LQN = qa 
Defining Q, :== K+&, or QN := V, c’L’Q~ we complete the proof. 
6. Termination and derivatives 
The theory of termination and total correctness obtained 
programs will be applied to recursive programs. Hitchcock and I . 
for Row diagram 
Park a6 well as de 
Bakker [2, 31 were the first to study the recursive case in detail. While the former 
developed asecond order theory of derivatives for deterministic programs, the latter 
attacked the serious problems of nondeterminism. The immediate approach of 
introducing a partial order of functions with the undefined element o fails, although 
wccessful for deterministic programs. Therefore, de Bakker applied a new and 
relatively complicated ordering due to Egii and a Boolean schema to be studied with 
fixedpoint oriented methods. 
We obtain results of the same type in the context of our approach) Lbue to our 
concept of program, we are able to admit the generalized control structure of a 
recursive flow diagram program. It will be possible to avoid thea Egli-ordering, 
concentrating only on the ordering of inclusion of relations. We will again treat 
recursive programs converting them into nonrecursive programs with nonterminal 
end vertices. This is quite a different approach compared with Hitchcock-Park and 
de Bakker. Theirs was constructive, beginning with single elements of control 
structure such as sequencing and conditional branching, while ours is deductive 
beginning with the overall structure of the program. 
First, we recall that a program 9 with associated relation B, and terminating artif , 
C := B* A zT has been said to be totally correct (of type 2, which will be omit+ I 
from now on) with respect to a precondition p and a postcondition q if p c aTI ( 3) n 
aTz- Total correctness mainly depends on the initial part I(B) of the associated 
reMion B which has been defined to be I(B) := min{X IX c Bg}. In [7], it is shown 
that I(B) = min{X 1% = B%}, exhibiting the nature of a minimal fixedpoint. In a 
directed graph, the initial part is the set of vertices with the property that every path 
starting therefrom has finite length. The lengths of all the paths emerging from such a 
vertex need not be bounded. 
In the following, we use a characterization of termination given in Part I. A 
program 9 is totally correct with respect o a precondition p and a postcondit!on q, 
precisely when 
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Using Dijkstra’s notation of weakest precondition for the right hand side, 
WPWY 4) := J min(Q i d 6 BO v tsq v BL}, 
we recall that wp(E, q) = EL A Ei$ This expresses that the weakest precondition of 
the program step E with respect o the postcondition q is true for the states in which 
E is defined and in which it is not possible to reach a state via E where q is nlot valid. 
As an exercise in manipulation of sutzh expressions, we derive the (weakest 
precondition formula for the sequencing of program steps. 
wp((D;E),q)= 
---- 
- ‘-----z 
= D.Eq A EL n D.L 
= Dwp(E, q) A DL = wp(D, wp(E, 4)). 
Being interested in termination of recursive programs, one may proceed along two 
different lines. In an operational approach, one may consider the nonrecursive 
program BIN in the embedding a. The ith recursive program of a terminates (in the 
operational sense) if the ith nonrecursive program in the embedding is totally correct 
with respect o FN(:= &J the embedding of the precondition m), and qN(:= hLiL, the 
embedding of the trivial postcondition q = L). However, one might instead choose a 
denotational approach inserting the semantics (&, . . . , X,,) at all the respective 
places in the associated relation B obtaining 
B&=Bv i) $ CYj&d& 
j=l k-l 
From Proposition 4.3, we deduce that 
BE = ‘(B&*BN?. 
If we now consi.der termination, we will heave other results.. Using BE, there is no 
possibility of running into an abortion or into an infinite loop inside a recursive call 
since these calls are considered to be normal program steps. The question of the 
interrelationship of these two termination properties will, therefore, be interesting. 
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In order to simplify our no&&n we will restrict ourselves from now on to only one 
recursive program, i.e., to n = 1. 
It turns out that it is possible to express the operational variant of termination by 
the denotational variant introducing the upper derivative D and the lo ver derivative 
cd of the recursive program. There are three reasons why a computa Gon sequence 
might not terminate. The first of these is that the computation may run into an infinite 
loop or into an abortion within the main program at a place where a recklrsiue call does 
not occur, The second reason is that the situation just mentioned may appear inside 
one of the other incarnations. The third reason is the possibility of having an infinite 
sequence of recursive calls. 
We have an appropriate means to describe the first of these effects by defining the 
lower derivative d of the recursive system to be 
d := min{Z 12 c BE2 v R}, 
-- 
where R := wlc,Lfr~nl\[I’=, a& denotes exactly those terminal states of B which 
are neither end states nor are states in which a recursive call occurs. 
If we wish to study the second and the third reason for nontermination, we need to 
relate the states of the state graph with the .!ositions of recursive calls that may occur 
later in a computation sequence ven if there are recursive calls finished in between. 
We introduce, therefore, as the upper derivative D of the recursive pfqgram 
Abbreviating n := V z= I ml&, we may express D by D = LB&~LB.&ET~L~, if we apply 
Proposition 4.3. 
Let us now investigate, how D and d are related to the operational aspect of 
termination of the recursive program starting from precondition p. As already 
mentioned, this means tudying the total correctness of the nonrecursive program BN 
with respect o the precondition PN = &p and the postcondition qN = LL,L. By IT 
above characterization, this total correctness holds if and only if 
where = wlo~~,L A B,,,L. 
The main idea is contained in the following proposition. Let us consider 
Q :- min{XIXc. NX v R}. Then (3 is the set of states from which the nondeter- 
ministic program does not end with qN along every compUtatiOn sequence. In 0, we 
consider the subset d A #!m. The states of this subset are those, in which a 
computation sequence will never lead to a state of 0 with an empty stack. This subset 
allows a parallel displacement inside the set 0. We ay, namely, discard the oldest 
stack entry of such a state and obtain again a state of 0. Formally, we have 
l’%e set Q of states fulflls 
gLTbd) c 0. 
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. We wili use F := B$hT& and lr := - &(Q A F) as abbreviations. If we are 
able to show F c BN P v QW proposition is proved, since Q was minimal with this 
property. 
First, we ob’cain & from Proposition 4.3(ii), (iii). Furthermore, 
c &i!?& A F) v R (since obviously B$ c P) 
=flkB&(dhF)vR (since&(&iF)=0) 
= BN&k(tj A F) v R = l&P v R (Proposition 4.3(ii)). 
With this, we are able to prove 
Theorem 6.2 (Hitchcock-Park’s theorem on derivatives). IjW Is H.z upper and d is 
the lower derivative of a recursive program 92, then 3 terminates for states with 
precondition p precisely when 
pc&min{YI PcDPvJ}. 
Proof. It is simple to show as a first step that termination 
&p c &min{X 1% c I;N&F v R} 
holds if and only if 
We will now show that ttis is equivalent o 
p c &min{S 1 k (BE V 9 (Y~&&)$V Rl. 
k=f 
Since laR = H for every sequence u, it remains to prove bmin{X 1. . s} = n:in{S I l l l }.
In order to demonstrate ‘c’, we define an X := B;f; V,Q’~~~ for every S, so that 
obviously LX c S. In addition, z c B14% v R is valid, from which only 
must be shown for every sequence p. 
However, the latter is equivalent to $ c c@s V,,a’l’S” v R and this can be 
proved: 
= (L(B&*B~I~ v LB~S~“‘L~)S v R 
cdS&(~~vlI~~~)hR 
giving the case p = I. 
Now, assume that $I= nlkpt and SC $B& VJZSv R is already proved. Since 
BN = BN& k[Tk = 6’1 kB~&k c &l kB~e;k, 
we may conclude 
It remains to show ‘3’. For this, we take the minimal X, which we have called Q, 
and define S := LQ, so that we have 
S=~=&=&NQv&$f 
c Bgav 9 cu&&&Q A F) v R (Proposition 4.3(i)) 
k=l 
c BglQv 9 LY&,L~ v R (Proposition 6.1) 
k=l 
The final stage we would like to reach is 
pc& min{ YlFc(B: 2, 
It is purely a technicality to show that 
min{UIiic(GvH)OvK} 
While G and H are applied in arbitrary order on the left side, every possible 
application of G is first executed on the right. 
Starting from the a,pproach totheoretical investigations of flow diagram programs 
in terms of relational algebra nd partial graphs, the extension to systems of recursive 
programs has been clxhibited. ue to a moderately generalized notion of flow 
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diagrams, which were allowed to have nonterminal end vertices in their flow graph, it 
was possible to convert systems of recursive programs into nonrecursive flonz 
diagrams with nonterminal end vertices. Proceeding in this way, we were able to 
adopt notions of semantics, correctness and termination, directly from nonrecursive 
to recursive programs. 
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